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Abstract. Satisfying customers by delivering demands at agreed time, with competitive prices, and in satisfactory quality level are crucial requirements for supply chain survival. Incident of risks in supply chain often causes sudden disruptions in the processes and consequently leads to customers losing their trust in a company’s competence. Rush orders are considered to be one of the main types of supply chain risks due to their negative impact on the overall performance. Using integrated definition modeling approaches (i.e. IDEF0 & IDEF3) and simulation modeling technique, a comprehensive integrated model has been developed to assess rush order risks and examine two risk mitigation strategies. Detailed functions sequence and objects flow were conceptually modeled to reflect on macro and micro levels of the studied supply chain. Discrete event simulation models were then developed to assess and investigate the mitigation strategies of rush order risks, the objective of this is to minimize order cycle time and cost.

1.0 INTRODUCTION
Due to the severe pressures that companies face with current volatile markets, satisfying customer demand has become an essential requirement for gaining higher market shares. In order to achieve customer satisfaction, companies tend to accept customer orders regardless of time and location constraints. Such acceptance of short lead time orders (i.e. rush orders) often causes many problems in managing supply chain network due to the operating priorities they take at the expense of regular orders. This situation results in unbalance usage of system resources (i.e. consume more resources to deliver the rush order) which make companies face many troubles in delivering their regular orders at the required time and quality [15]. The equilibrium of both types of orders is a true challenge that every supply chain has to deal with. Arising from the aforementioned issues and the willingness to apply strategies that can reduce risks, this study aims to assess the impact of rush orders on supply chain performance and investigate different mitigation strategies that can decrease its influence.

The management of supply chain risks is an inevitable task for corporations that seek to achieve substantial cost reductions and enhance operational efficiency. Simulation modeling approach has been successfully used in many applications as an effective analytical tool that can be utilized to assess system performance and examine improvement strategies. For example, simulation was used to question the workload in health care systems [14], to schedule servers in semiconductor manufacturing systems [1] and evaluate customer segmentation in supply chain management [5]. These are few examples of many applications where simulation was effectively employed in modeling complex systems and examining various strategies to find the optimum solution. In the context of supply chain risk management, discrete-event simulation was developed to assess and mitigate multi-echelon supply chain disruption risks. Ref. [13] has illustrated that inventory level has a significant effect on customer satisfaction in case of disruption occurrence. Vendor selection, as a main strategy for mitigating supply chain risks, was studied using simulation analysis approach. A simulation-optimization model was employed to reduce anticipated costs, increase quality acceptance level and achieve on time delivery by applying different vendor selection strategies [16]. Another common supply chain risk, transportation disruption, was modeled using system dynamics simulation to evaluate its effect on supply chain performance (e.g. inventory level and customer order delivery) [17]. Resilience, defined as the ability of a supply chain to reduce probabilities of disruption occurrence and system recovery time, has been developed further by applying “what-if” analysis methodology. Supply chain resilience to disruptions was also evaluated using simulation modeling approach [6]. Strategic, demand, market, implementation and performance risks are five risk categories that contain most of supply chain risks [4]. Recent studies now focuses on demand risk and has been studied from different perspectives, such as demand uncertainty, demand fluctuation and demand for new product [3] and [10]. The impact of rush orders on supply chain has not been researched extensively and has few if any published reports. As an important source of risk in current operation conditions, this study aims to assess the impact of rush orders on order’s cost and cycle time. The developed simulation model will be used also to examine risk mitigation strategies against rush orders. FAB Company, a leading enterprise in office furniture, tends to accept any customer orders regardless its type (regular or rush orders) aiming to accommodate as many customers as possible and maintain their market share. FAB competes in a volatile market; hence price and lead time are key areas that companies must deliver on effectively. In the following sections, a brief introduction of the problems facing FAB is described, followed by a detailed explanation of the modeling process. Having described the conceptual model first, the development of the simulation model followed by validation and verification process is than addressed.
Finally, results and areas of discussion are presented.

2.0 PROBLEM STATEMENT
FAB supplies various products such as, staff desks, workstations, chairs, doors, curtain walls, floors, partitions, ceiling, cladding and many more products (i.e. over 2000 products). Along with these products, complete furnishing solutions are offered including; bank sectors, entertainment facilities (i.e. cinemas), tourism buildings (i.e. hotels) and the health care sector (i.e. hospitals). The company is a typical example of a multi-echelon complex supply chain (Fig. 1). Customer orders arrive in the form of individual contracts; each contract usually contains different product types with different quantities. Contracts are dispatched to singular products and parts which are designed by the design office (i.e. design tier). After that, products and parts designs are sent to research and development (R&D) to create the Bill of Materials (BOMs). Both drawings and BOMs are passed to the planning for; (1) checking the availability of in-stock raw materials, (2) issuing purchase orders for unavailable raw materials, (3) assigning factories’ schedule to allocate required work orders. Once raw materials are available, manufacturing processes then start. Distribution centre staff then collects the final products from factories, which are packed and shipped to the end customer. The intense competition that FAB faces in today’s market in addition to its desire to compete on a worldwide scale prompts them to shape their supply chain in Engineer-To-Order (ETO) structure and to accept both regular and rush orders. ETO structure usually increases the level of complexity in the relationship between the various entities of supply chain [7]. However it has to be used to create competitive leverage by producing customized products according to customer specifications (based on customer site layout and characteristics). On the other hand, accepting rush orders protects the company market share by maintaining customer satisfaction which in turn creates a wider niche and extra profit margins. Nevertheless, rush orders might cause delay in delivering regular orders as they have priority in using available resources and raw materials. Given the complexity of FAB’s supply chain and the large number of variables, entities and operations rules included, there is a great need to use an effective methodology to support FAB decision makers. Simulation modeling is used as a powerful tool that can handle such complexity and be used as an efficient risk assessment tool. FAB simulation models are developed with three different scenarios in order to assess rush order risk and to investigate different mitigation strategies to reduce risk’s influence. Average cycle times and costs are the two main performance measures that are used in this study to achieve the following objectives:

1. Develop a simulation model for the FAB supply chain in order to model ETO complexity.
2. Use simulation models to assess the impact of rush orders on system performance.
3. Investigate new risk mitigation strategies against the current strategies and select the best regarding to the performance indicators.

3.0 RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
The research methodology encompasses various phases starting with adopting conceptual models, data collection, developing simulation models, validation and verification and ending with results analysis and discussion.

3.1. Conceptual Model
Integration definition model (IDEF) family has been used to conceptually model the FAB supply chain. Hierarchical structure of IDEF language allows users (e.g. strategic managers, operational engineers and system analysts) to effectively understand the sequence and details of system’s functions. IDEF
language has different kinds of structures that can model systems with various purposes [12]. IDEF0 (i.e. functional modeling) and IDEF3 (i.e. process modeling) are most relative techniques for business process modeling task. The main difference between both techniques is that IDEF0 focuses more on how business functions are defined, sequenced and connected by their inputs and resources. On the other hand, IDEF3 is a more detailed modeling approach that represents the logical object's flow through system's processes [9]. In this study, IDEF0 and IDEF3 are integrated in order to model the complexity of FAB supply chain. The macro-level is modeled using IDEF0 showing the functions within FAB, their inputs, outputs, controls and resources (Fig. 3). On the other hand, IDEF3 is used to model the micro-level of FAB focusing on products flow and system's operational rules (Fig. 4).

3.2. Modeling Macro-level Using IDEF0
An activity block, which is the main unit of IDEF0, describes the main functions of FAB supply chain. Inputs, outputs, mechanisms, and controls are represented by horizontal and vertical arrows (Fig. 2). In addition to input and output arrows, the mechanisms arrow shows resources that facilitate modeled functions (e.g. labors, machines, computer systems, etc...). Function control arrows (top arrow) can be company regulations, standards or legislation. Different kinds of orders are received by FAB’s sales staff. Some of these orders, like projects and tenders, require a preparation of time plans and financial offers before issuing the contracts. The ordered products are classified into two main categories; Standard Products (products that were manufactured in the company before and all its details are available) and Special Products (products with new designs and specifications and no data available for them). Standard Products go directly to the planning process in order to supply required materials and to issue factories’ work orders. On the other hand, an engineering process starts by joining sales, design and R&D staff to design and identify Special Product’s BOM. A detailed BOM is passed to the planning process again to supply required materials and issue work orders. After the production process, all products are collected according to their contract numbers and then delivered and installed at customer sites. Figure 3 graphically shows the main sequence of FAB supply chain processes, their inputs, outputs, and resources.

3.3. Modeling Micro-level Using IDEF3
In contrast to IDEF0, IDEF3 has less strict syntax and semantic rules. Integrating IDEF0 and IDEF3 using the hierarchical structure provides a detailed conceptual model for FAB. For example, Fig. 4 shows that the design and development function (A2) was split to more elaborated processes representing the main flow of design & development function. IDEF3 acts as a bridge between general conceptual model of FAB and proposed simulation model. In simulation model, processes blocks that are shown in IDEF3 model is considered as an activity blocks, whereas branching points will be represented as routing decisions.
4.0 SIMULATION MODEL

Conceptual models (Fig. 3 and 4) provide a clear understanding of the relationships between different system entities. They also show the resources that are required at each step. Discrete-event simulation was employed to develop a detailed simulation model to mimic the process of FAB. Model assumptions are (i) no supplier disruptions are considered (ii) all received materials are accepted (no return of poor quality materials). The model was built and executed using simulation software based on Java and XML technology which provides object-oriented hierarchical and event-driven simulation capabilities for modeling large-scale applications. It also utilizes breakthrough activity-based modeling paradigms (e.g. real world activities such as assembly, batching, and branching). Many features in FAB are coded in the simulated blocks to mimic the real life application characteristics.

System entities are the objects (products) that are modified by resources (sales staff, design staff, supplier staff, etc...). Resources are characterized by their availability, whereas the product entity is characterized by arrival time, processing time, and product characteristics. Logical entities make decisions for creating, joining, splitting, buffering, and branching product entities. The model contains 950 blocks representing queues, activities, and branching points. The hierarchical feature has been used to mimic exactly the system flow. Two main layers are developed; (1) the upper layer (i.e. macro level) which represents the main activities in FAB. Five main activities cover all simulated processes contain; sales and customer support, products design and engineering, resource planning and material management, manufacturing, and finally the warehouse and installation activity. These activities contain 13 processes that are conceptually modeled by IDEF0 at Fig. (3) representing the core processes of FAB supply chain such as sales, contract issue, design, engineering, material management, etc. (2) The lower layer (micro-level) illustrates the objects’ flow of each process. IDEF3 was used to develop the conceptual model for this layer, where all operations rules are represented. An example of the lower layer modeling that illustrates inputs, outputs, and the relationships between some upper level processes is shown in Fig. (5). For the model to reach its steady state condition, the warm-up was 100 hours. Every simulation run represented a year of actual timing. In the experimental phase, the average from 10 replications of average cycle time and average operations costs were used as the main performance measures.

Table 1 shows the main input variables of FAB supply chain. Theoretical statistical distribution was utilized to represent the random patterns of input variables. The analysis of demand data resulted in normal distribution with a mean of 4 days and standard deviation of 1 day. Consistent with what was reported in [2], service time was fitted to exponential distribution since service time data are completely random. For production time weibull distribution was used. Finally, due to the shortage of lead time data that were supplied by FAB, gamma distribution was used, according to [8].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1: Model input variables</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Category</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Customers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suppliers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other Processes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transportation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.1. Model Validation and Verification

In an effort to make the decisions that are based on simulation models more accurate, efficient methods of verification and validation (V&V) are needed. Inaccurate simulation results always lead to wrong decisions proposals and implementation, resulting in high costs that can be more than the total cost used for the simulation study. Therefore, the correctness and suitability of simulation results are very important. Different methods are used in order to verify simulation coding. Decomposition method (i.e. verify every group of blocks) was used to ensure that every block functions as expected. A built-in simulation debugger is also used to avoid any coding bugs. On the other hand, validation process was considered as an integral process, which starts from input data collection through conceptual and simulation model development and ends at output data analysis. Out of 10 V&V methods that have been mentioned in [11], three validation methods have applied in three phases of this study: (1) data collection phase, (2) conceptual modeling phase and finally (3) simulation results phase. Three main objectives were targeted in the validation process of data collection phase; (1) no measurement errors in data collection process, (2) generated data have to match the pattern of historical data and (3) attribute values are within specified range. To achieve that, a detailed examination of data documentation’s quality and consistency was done with statistically generated data and results were approved by the IT department. The conceptual model was validated based on structured interviews with system managers and staff in order to be certain that all specified processes, structures, system elements, inputs and outputs are considered correctly. The modeling team also examined the accuracy and consistency of the conceptual model to the problem definition. After that, system performance indicators were revised with decision makers in order to be sure that it fits model objectives. Finally, two main approaches were used to validate the final simulation results. The first is “Face validation” approach that was performed by interviewing managers and manufacturing teams in order to validate simulation results. The second is “comparison test”, which is achieved by comparing the model and system output under identical input conditions. The validation process has shown that there is only 15% deviation between simulated and actual results.

5.0 Risks Analysis

In this paper, risk analysis procedure contains two main phases. First, it focuses on assessing the influence of rush order risk on performance indicators. Second, risk mitigation strategies have been examined against current system configuration. Three simulation models were developed representing three operating strategies of FAB supply chain;

(1) First Strategy (no rush order strategy): represents the current system configurations for FAB Company. No rush orders received, is the only assumption in this strategy.

(2) Second Strategy (mixed orders strategy): represents current system configuration for FAB Company. Both regular and rush orders are expected in this strategy. The two orders’ types have the same route through supply chain, however rush orders have higher priority for using resources and raw materials over regular orders.

(3) Third Strategy (independent production route strategy): represents risk mitigation strategy which suggests a separate processing route for both rush and regular orders with dedicated resources for each of them. Ten simulation runs for no rush order and mixed orders strategies are illustrated at Table 2 and 3.

Table 2: Simulation results of no-rush order strategy

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strategy</th>
<th>Number of Replications</th>
<th>Regular Orders</th>
<th>Rush Orders</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Cycle Time (min)</td>
<td>Cost (mill.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No rush orders</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>31.44</td>
<td>7959.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>strategy</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>25.66</td>
<td>7384.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>29.32</td>
<td>7747.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>29.84</td>
<td>7813.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>29.10</td>
<td>8618.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
<td>37.23</td>
<td>7816.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7</td>
<td>26.81</td>
<td>7671.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8</td>
<td>28.00</td>
<td>7702.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9</td>
<td>38.87</td>
<td>8176.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10</td>
<td>30.85</td>
<td>8116.38</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Performance indicators were divided into two sections (regular and rush orders). No results are reported for rush order's columns in table 2 as no rush orders were allowed in this strategy. For the no rush order strategy, average cycle time of regular orders was ranged between 25 to 31 days, whereas average cost varies between €7300 and €8200 per order. Time and cost figures of regular orders were increased in the mixed orders strategy to record average cycle time between 30 to 70 days and average cost between €9000 and €11000 (Table 3). Table 4 shows the differences between the two strategies and indicates an increasing in average cycle time and average cost by 35% and 25% respectively in case of applying mixed orders.

Table 4: Differences of performance indicators in applying first and second strategy

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Order Type</th>
<th>Performance Indicator</th>
<th>Studied Strategies</th>
<th>Difference between 1st and 2nd Strategy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Regular</td>
<td>Cycle Time</td>
<td>No Rush Order Strategy, Mixed Order Strategy</td>
<td>Increased</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Average Cost</td>
<td></td>
<td>35%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rush</td>
<td>Cycle Time</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Average Cost</td>
<td>871.353</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

strategy. Out of these results, it can be concluded that receiving rush orders increases the values of average cycle time and average cost for regular orders. These negative results were generated as a result of the high priority that rush orders take over regular orders along all supply chain processes. Long waiting time, process interruptions and resources unavailability are the challenges that face regular orders in case of receiving rush orders. Inaccurate delivery time with high prices for regular orders are the results of rush orders risks under the current system configuration. In order to mitigate the influence of rush order's risk, a separate route strategy (strategy 3) is applied at design, engineering, planning, purchasing, production, and distribution centers. The simulation model was developed for risk mitigation strategy and was investigated against mixed orders strategy. Table 5 recorded a reduction in regular order's delivery time and average cost compared to mixed orders strategy (Table 3). Delivery time was alternated between 25 days to 34 days whereas average cost ranged between €7000 and €9000. The separate route strategy achieved a 37% reduction for regular order's delivery time and about a 17% reduction in average cost (Table 6). Results improvement has been achieved by separating the flow of rush and regular orders causing a reduction in regular order's waiting time and cost. On the other hand, a reduction in rush order's cycle time and cost by 3% and 27% was noticed in case of applying separate route strategy. Applying the separate processing route strategy did not make a significant impact on rush orders' average cycle time, while average cost was significantly influenced. This can be explained that rush orders in both strategies did not stay in the processes' buffers for a long time. In the mixed order strategy, rush orders were located in the head of all buffers due to the high priority they have over the regular orders. Whereas in separate processing route strategy, orders are split into two processing flows causes a decrease in resources' utilization and hence declined the time of waiting free resources.

Table 6: Differences of performance indicators in applying second and third strategies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Order Type</th>
<th>Performance Indicator</th>
<th>Studied Strategies</th>
<th>Difference between 2nd and 3rd Strategy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Regular</td>
<td>Cycle Time</td>
<td>45.025</td>
<td>38.245</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Average Cost</td>
<td>10424.234</td>
<td>8618.305</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rush</td>
<td>Cycle Time</td>
<td>24.362</td>
<td>23.926004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Average Cost</td>
<td>8717.535</td>
<td>6328.476</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6.0 CONCLUSION
Rush orders is a challenging risk for supply chains due to their nature of pre-emption over regular orders processing. Due to severe competition in current markets, enterprises have no longer an option not to consent rush orders, even with such inconvenient operating conditions that might include the restructuring of supply chain strategy. This often leads to the adoption of complex structures such as Engineer-To-Order (ETO). Simulation modeling has proven to be an effective tool to handle systems featuring high levels of complexity with uncertainty. Hence, simulation models were developed in order to
effectively assess the impact of rush orders risks on system performance indicators (cycle time and total cost). It was also used to investigate risk mitigation strategy that can decrease the negative impact of rush orders on FAB's supply chain performance. IDEF0 and IDEF3 were integrated to develop a detailed conceptual model of FAB’s supply chain. IDEF language was used as it applies a standard format with hierarchical structure that supports the modeling of predecessors, relationships, inter-relationship and interdependences of activities and objects. Modeling has been structured into layers to be able to present the processes and their activities as well as the overall system view. Three methods of validation were applied for data collection phase, conceptual modeling phase and then simulation modeling results.

To assess and mitigate the impact of rush orders risk, this study focused on three strategies (i.e. no rush order strategy, mixed orders strategy, and independent route strategy). The simulation model provides not only numerical measures of system performance, but also insights about the effect of rush orders on the delivery time and the cost of regular orders. Results showed that rush orders have a negative impact on both cycle time and average cost of regular orders as they were increased by (35%) and (25%) respectively. The risk mitigation strategy - dedicate a separate route for rush orders - minimized the impact of rush orders by decreasing cycle time by 37% and cost by 17% for regular orders and 3% and 27% for rush orders.
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Supply Chain Risks

• What is Supply Chain Risk?

• What are Typical Supply Chain Risks?
Case Study & Objectives

- Challenges
  - Engineer to Order (ETO) structure
  - Rush orders

- Strategies under review
  - 1st strategy (No rush order received)
  - 2nd strategy (Mixed order strategy)
  - 3rd strategy (Independent rush order route)


**Case Study & Objectives**

- Objectives
  - Modeling the complexity of Supply chain with special emphasis on ETO structure
  - Assessing the impact of rush order risk on performance using simulation
  - Compare between various risk mitigation strategies based on selected performance indicators (e.g. cycle time and total cost)

---

**Modelling Process**
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Modelling Process

- Performance Indicators
  - Average cycle time
  - Average total cost
    - Production cost
    - Resources cost
    - Transportation cost
  - Warm-up period and no. of replications
    - 100 hours warm-up period
    - 10 replications for each scenario
Modelling Process

- Validation process
  - Data gathering phase
  - No measurement errors in data collection process
  - Generated data should match the pattern of historical data
  - Attribute values are within the range
  - Conceptual modeling
  - Simulation results
    - Face Validation
    - Comparison Test

- Verification process
  - Decomposition method
  - Built-in simulation debugger

Results Analysis
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1st Scenario (No rush orders)
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2nd Scenario (Mixed Orders)
- Regular Order
- Rush Order

3rd Scenario (Independent line)
- Regular Order
- Rush Order
Results Analysis

Total Cost

1st Scenario (No rush orders)

2nd Scenario (Mixed Orders)

3rd Scenario (Independent line)

Regular Order (25%)

Regular Order (17%)

Rush Order (27%)
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